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      This book presents an innovative approach to the pupil voice debate. Its efforts to bridge the gap between research and practice are also to be celebrated.  




  
          Dr Helen Fisher




              


    
      



 


 
      I wonder how often teachers stop to think about what children feel about their classrooms? This is just the book to stimulate that thinking and to help teachers and their pupils get the most out of their classroom environment. This powerful book really shows the impact of the classroom environment and should be part of every staffroom library as well as for student teachers - and a focus for discussion and (importantly) action.
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      It is imperative for those working or planning to work with children to read this, the book supports the content of lectures delivered




  
          Miss marie bradwell




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a great look through the child's voice that is less often heard.




  
          Dr Kathryn Peckham




              


    
      



 


 
      When starting out on their training year, teacher trainees inevitably focus on their role as the teacher in the classroom.  This text helps them to consider what learning looks like from the perspective of the child and enables them to account for this in their planning.




  
          Mrs Eleanor Power




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an easy to read book which encourages classroom teachers to become more reflexive and notice the learning going on with their pupils.  Recommended reading.




  
          Ms Clare Higgins




              


    
      



 


 
      The structure of the book is helpful and it supports the reader to consider the learners experience.




  
          Mrs Dawn Burnham




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an excellent book that explores a number of issues relating to teaching and learning from the perspective of children.  It is wide ranging in terms of its subject matter and accessible in terms of style.  It is an invaluable (and sometimes eye-opening) resource for teachers everywhere.




  
          Dr Louise Campbell
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